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INTRODUCTION 
F, denotes a finite field with q elements. In case q is a prime, the mul- 
tiplicative group F,* of F, is isomorphic with the Galois group of the field 
extension Q([)/Q, where Q is the field of the rational numbers and [ is a 
primitive qth root of unity. This isomorphism makes it possible to interpret 
certain properties of the cyclotomic field Q(c) as properties of the finite 
field F,. If one interprets the theory of the Gauss periods of the cyclotomic 
field along these lines, one is led to the notion of “translated cosets” of the 
subgroups of F,*. Actually, this notion makes perfectly good sense for 
infinite fields as well and is introduced and investigated for arbitrary fields 
in Section 1 without any mention of cyclotomy. 
In Section 2 it is assumed that the field is a finite field F,, where q is not 
yet necessarily a prime. The theory of translated cosets now associates an 
e x e matrix C, to every divisor e of q - 1. The entries of C, are nonnegative 
integers, C, is symmetric and its properties remind one of magic squares. 
For instance, every row sum except one is equal to ,f = (q - 1)/e, every 
column sum except one is equal to ,f and every “diagonal sum” (defined in 
Section 3) except one is equal to,f: The exceptional row sum, column sum, 
and diagonal sum are all equal to ,f - 1. The entries of C, satisfy many 
more linear relations beyond these as discussed in Sections 3, 4, and 5. 
Sections 6 and 7 deal with the case where q is a prime. It is only here 
that the notion of translated cosets is tied to the theory of Gauss periods. It 
follows from this theory that, as long as q is a prime, the entries of the 
matrix C, satisfy also many quadratic relations. 
Section 8 continues with the case where q is a prime. It is shown that the 
matrices C, then form a veritable Pandora’s box of unsolvable Diophantine 
equations of the form yixe + y jy’ = ze. Here, y is a nonzero integer, i and j 
are nonnegative integers and the only integral solution of these equations is 
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x = y = z = 0. The Fermat equation xe + y’ = ze does not pop out of Pan- 
dora’s box and this paper should not be considered as a step towards prov- 
ing Fermat’s last theorem. 
1. TRANSLATED COSETS 
In this section, F denotes a field which may be infinite, H a subgroup of 
the multiplicative group F* of F and c and d elements of F*. The coset dH 
of H can be translated by c, giving the translated coset c + dH = 
{c+dhIhEH}. Th e 1 emmas, below, on the sets H n (c + dH) become 
numerical statements when F is finite (Sect. 2 and following). Of course, 
such a set may be empty. If two sets X and Y have the same cardinality, we 
write X- Y. 
LEMMA 1.1. Hn(c+dH)-Hn(d+cH)-Hn(-(c/d)+(l/d) H). 
Proof: Consider the bilinear mapping J.(x) = dx/(x - c). Clearly, A is a 
(1, 1)-mapping from F- {c} onto F- {d}. Since c $ c + dH, A is defined on 
all of H n (c + dH) and it is easy to see that A maps H n (c + dH) onto 
Hn(d+cH). Hence Hn(c+dH)-Hn(d+cH). 
Consider the linear mapping $(x) = (x-c)/d. Clearly, $ is a (1, l)-map- 
ping from F onto F and it is easy to see that $ maps Hn (c + dH) onto 
H n ( - (c/d) + ( l/d) H). Done. 
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose that also c’, d’ E F*, where c’H = cH and dH = dH. 
Then, Hn(c+dH)-Hn(c’+d’H). 
Proof We have to prove only that Hn (c + dH)- Hn (c’ + dH). By 
Lemma 1.1, Hn(c+dH)-Hn(d+cH), i.e., Hn(c+dH)- 
Hn (d+ c’H). Applying Lemma 1.1 again, we conclude that 
Hn(d+c’H)-Hn(c’+dH). Done. 
We return to the mapping A(x) = dx/(x - c) in the proof of Lemma 1.1. 
If c = d, this mapping becomes A(x) = cx/(x- c) which is clearly an 
involution (i.e., A(x) = A-‘(x)) and maps H n (c + cH) onto itself. We 
denote the restriction of this involution to H n (c + cH) by II,. 
LEMMA 1.3. The mapping I, is a (1, 1)-mapping of Hn (c+ cH) onto 
itself and is an involution. If 2c E H, 2, has the unique fixed point 2c. If 
2c $ H, A0 has no fixed point. In particular, II, has no fixed point if the 
characteristic of F is 2. 
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Proof: The first sentence of Lemma 1.3 has already been proved. The 
fixed points of A(x) = cx/(x - c) are 0 and 2c, whence A, has the unique 
fixed point 2c if 2c E H n (c + cH) and has no fixed point otherwise. 
However, 2c E H n (c + cH) iff 2c E H since clearly 2c E c + cH, Done. 
2. THE MATRICES C, 
We now assume that the field F is a finite field F, with q elements, where 
q is not necessarily a prime. The multiplicative group F,* of F, is of course 
cyclic and we choose a generator g of F,*. For each divisor f of q - 1, F,* 
contains a unique subgroup of order f, denoted H,. If e = (q - 1 )/f, H, is 
generated by g’ and 1, g,..., g ’ ~ ’ is a set of coset representatives of Hf. 
In Section 1, we studied the sets Hf n (gi + g’Hf), where i and j are 
arbitrary integers, These sets are now finite and we denote the cardinality 
of H/n (g’+ gjH,) by co. It follows from Lemma 1.2 that cj, = c,,. if 
g’Hf = g”H, and gjHf = g”H, , i.e., if i E u(e) and j z w(e). Consequently, 
we consider the indices, i, j of cii as elements of the additive group Z, of the 
integers Z modulo e. It is clear that the exe matrix C,= (c,), where 
0 < i, j< e - 1 contains all the numbers ci, there are. We now study the 
matrices C,. 
THEOREM 2.1. C, is a symmetric matrix and its entries are nonnegative 
integers. The row sum coo + co, + . . . + co,<,- , = f - 1 and every other row 
sum is equal to f: The column sum coo + c,~ + . . . + c, ,,0 = ,f - 1 and every 
other column sum is equal to f 
ProoJ: The entries of C, are cardinalities of finite sets and hence are 
nonnegative integers. Lemma 1.1 states that H n (c + dH) m H n (d + cH) 
and this shows that C, is symmetric. 
Let now 0 6 i < e - 1 and consider the (1, 1 )-function A(x) = x + g’ from 
F, onto F,. If we apply this function to the coset decomposition 
F;=HfvgHfu ‘.. ug ‘- ‘Hf, we conclude that the translated coset 
g’+ F,* is the disjoint union of the translated cosets g’+ H/-, g’+ gff,,..., 
g’+g’-’ H,.. Consequently, H, n (g’ + F,*) is the disjoint union of the sets 
H, n (g’ + Hf), H, n (g’ + gHf),..., H, n (g’ + g’- ‘Ff). It follows that the 
cardinality of e, n (g’+ F,*) is cjO + ci, + .. + ci+-, while, of course, 
gi+F,*=F,-{g’}. C onsequently if i=O, Hfn(l +F,*)= H,- (1) and if 
1di~e-1,Hfn(g’+F,*)=Hfsincetheng’4Hf.Theresultfortherow 
sums is now clear and the same result holds for the column sums since C, 
is symmetric. Done. 
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3. THE DIAGONALS OF THE MATRIX C, 
The ith row cjO, c,i ,..., ci,eP i of the matrix C, is denoted by rowi and the 
jth column coi, c1 ,,..., c+ ,,j by col,. Of course, both the i in row, and the j 
in co!, are considered as elements of the additive group Z, since the indices 
i, j of the entries ci, are considered as elements of Z, (Sect. 2). We now 
handle the diagonals of c’, the same way. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The kth diagonal of C,, denoted diag,, consists of the 
entries ci, of the matrix C,, where j - i = k. Here i, j, and k belong to Z,. 
Clearly, C, has e diagonals, each consisting of e entries. The 0th diagonal 
is the usual main diagonal and every diagonal is parallel to this main 
diagonal and lies partially above it and partially below it. If 0 <i, j, 
k < e - 1, the entries on diag, above the main diagonal are c,,~, c,,~ + , ,..., 
C,-ILk,c-l> and the entries below the main diagonal are c,--~.~, 
C,-k+,,,,-~r C,-,,k-l. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Diag k is a cyclic permutation of diag,. 
Proof: Since C, is symmetric, the entry ciJ on diag, is the same as the 
entry cji on diag-,. In other words, the entry on diag, which lies in row; is 
the same as the entry on diag-, which lies in coli. This shows that diag k 
and diag, are cyclic permutations of one another. Done. 
To compare the diagonals of the matrix C, with its rows and columns, 
we need the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.2. u is the unique integer such that - 1 E g”H, and 
O<u<e-1. 
Of course, when we consider entries of C, such as c, + u,, or ci, ~ u + ,, etc., 
u is considered as an element of Z,. The following proposition gives com- 
plete information about U. The characteristic of F, is denoted char(Fq). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Zf char(Fq) = 2, u = 0. Suppose that char(F,) # 2. Then 
iff is even, u = 0. If f is odd, e is even and u = e/2. 
Proof: If char(F,) = 2, - 1 E fl, and hence u = 0. Let char(F,) # 2. If f is 
even, ( - 1)’ = 1 whence - 1 E Hf and u = 0. Suppose that f is odd whence 
- I 4 Hf. Since q is also odd and ef = q - 1, e is even. Furthermore, 
- 1 E g”Hf implies that the element g”Hf of the quotient group F,*/H,- has 
order 2 whence g”IYf = g ‘-‘Hf. It follows that u=e/2. Done. 
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We can now state the theorem which will enable us to compare the 
diagonals of the matrix C, with its rows and columns. 
THEOREM 3.1. cii=ci~,+u,-j=c~I ,,.-, +,,for all i, jEZ,. 
Proof. Lemma 1.1 states that Hn(c+dH)-Hn(-(c/d)+(l/d)H) 
which gives in the present case that Hfn (g’+ g’H/)- 
H/n (- g’-j+ g-‘Hf). Since - g’-jH,-= gi-‘+“FIf, Lemma 1.2 gives that 
Hfn(-g’~j+g-jH/)-Hfn(g’~‘+“+g~‘H/) which shows that 
c,=ci-,+u -/’ Using this equality and the fact that C, is symmetric, we 
conclude that c~,=c,~=c~~,+~.~ i=cp,,jp,+,. Done. 
We can now compare the diagonals of C, with its rows and columns. We 
recall that when we write row, or colj, the indices i and j belong to Z, and 
hence row ~; and co1 ~, make perfectly good sense. 
THEOREM 3.2. Diag,, u, row -,, and rowi of the matrix C, are cyclic per- 
mutations of one another. Diag., + u, co1 _ ,, and colj are cyclic permutations of 
one another. 
Proof: Since C, is symmetric, ci~j+u,~,=~~j,i~j+u. Hence by 
Theorem 3.1, cg is equal to that entry on diag, + I( which lies in row ~,. This 
shows that the entries on diag,, u form a cyclic permutation of those in 
rowi. Furthermore, c~,=c~,,~~~+,, (Th eorem 3.1) and hence ci, is equal to 
that entry in row ~ i which lies in co!, _ ;+ u. This shows that the entries in 
row Pi form a cyclic permutation of those in rowi. The first sentence of 
Theorem 3.2 has now been proved and the second sentence follows since 
C, is symmetric. Done. 
THEOREM 3.3. The sum of the entries on diag, is f - 1. The sum of the 
entries on any other diagonal is J: 
Proof: The entries on diag,+,, are the same as those in rowi 
(Theorem 3.2). The rest follows from Theorem 2.1. Done. 
Theorems 2.1 and 3.3 show that the matrix C, is very magic. For exam- 
ple,ifu=Oandweadd 1 tot,, the new matrix CL is still symmetric and 
all its row sums, column sums and diagonal sums are equal to J 
Nevertheless, the entries of CL are, in general, not equal to one another as 
examples will show. 
The following theorem says that if u#O, all the entries on row,, (~01,) 
are known if we know only half of them. Observe from Proposition 3.2 that 
if u # 0, u = e/2. 
THEOREM 3.4. Zf u #O, co,= CO,j+(e-z) and c,=Ci+(,-2),0. 
Proof coj=coIj+,, and c~~=c~+~,~ (Theorem 3.1). Done. 
4RI’97’1-I8 
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4. PARITY OF ENTRIES OF C, 
The parity of the entries on the main diagonal ( =diag,) of C, is deter- 
mined by the number u, defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 4.1. If char(F,) f2, u is the unique integer such that 
(i) E g”Hf and 0 < v < e - 1. If char(Fq) = 2, u is not defined. 
As before, when we write cvv, u is considered as an element of 2,. If cii is 
even, cii may of course be 0. 
THEOREM 4.1. If char(F,) = 2, all entries on the main diagonal of C, are 
even. Zf char(F,) # 2, c,, is odd and cij is even if i # u. 
Proof cii is the cardinality of H, n (g’ + g’H,-), where 0 < i 6 e - 1. We 
now consider the involution 2, of Hf n (g’ + giHr), discussed in 
Lemma 1.3. This involution is without fixed points if char(F,) = 2, whence 
cii is then even. Let char(F,) # 2. Then & has a unique fixed point iff 
2g’E H/, i.e., iff i= v whence c,, is odd. If i # o, 1, has no fixed point 
whence cii is then even. Done. 
The number u also controls the parity of the entries on row,, and col,. 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf char(F,) = 2, all entries on row0 and col, are even. If 
char(F,) # 2, c,, ~ U = c - LI,u is odd while all other entries on row,, and col, are 
even. 
Proof Diag,, row, and col, have the same entries (Theorem 3.2). If 
char(F,) = 2, u = 0 (Proposition 3.2) whence then all entries on row0 and 
col, are even (Theorem 4.1). If char(F,)#2, we use that c~~=c,,~~ 
(Theorem 3.1) to conclude that c,,~, = c ~“,~ is odd while all other entries 
on row, and col, are even. Done. 
5. EXAMPLES 
If e= 1, f = q- 1 and C, = (coo). Theorem 2.1 states that coo= f - 1 = 
q - 2. 
If e = 2, then, 2f = q - 1 and we have to determine cc,,,, co1 = cio, and c, I. 
Theorem 2.1 states that c,+ co1 = f - 1 and cl0 + cl1 = f whence 
cl1 = coo + 1. Since e is even, char(Fq) # 2 and hence either f is even and 
u = 0 or f is odd and u = e/2 = 1 (Proposition 3.2). 
If f is even, coo+ ci, = 2c,, + 1 = f - 1 (Theorem 3.3) and it follows 
easily that coo= (q- 5)/4 and co, = cio= cl1 = (q- 1)/4. If f is odd, 
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2c,, + 1 =f (Theorem 3.3) and we conclude that co0 = co1 = cIO = (q - 3)/4 
and cii = (q + 1)/4. 
Let e = 3. Then, 3f = q - 1 and since C is symmetric, we only have to 
determine coo, co,, co2, ci,, ci2, and cz2. We claim that u= 0. Namely, if 
char(lr;,) = 2, u = 0 and if char(F,) # 2, f is even and hence again u = 0 
(Proposition 3.2). 
Using that the indices i, j of cd belong to Z,, we conclude from 
Theorem 3.1 that c~,=c~~,-~=c~~ and c~~=c~~,-~=c,~. Furthermore, 
c,fc,,+c,,=f-1 and c,,+c,,+c ,2=~OL+c,,2+c12=f (Theorem 2.1) 
whence c,~ = co0 + 1. Consequently, if we put a = coo, b = co1 and c = co2, 
row0 of C, is (a, b, c), rowI = (b, c, a+ 1) and row* = (c, a+ 1, b). The 
values of a, b, c depend on the choice off, i.e., q. 
Iff = 1, q=4 and u+b+c=O. Hence then u=b=c=O. 
If f=2,q=7 and u+b+c=l. Since H/=Hz={l, -1) and 3 is a 
primitive root modulo 7, c = co1 is the cardinality of { 1, - 1 } n 
(1+2{1, -l))={l, -l}n{3, -1). c onsequently, c = 1 and a = b = 0. 
In general, when q is a prime, the matrices C, can be computed by 
means of the periods of the cyclotomic field (Example 7.2). 
6. CYCLOTOMY 
We continue the notation of the previous sections, but assume for the 
remainder of this paper that q is a prime. The group F,* is now isomorphic 
with the Galois group of the field extension Q([)/Q (Introduction). We 
denote the unique subfield of Q(i) w  h ose degree over Q is e by K, where, 
as before, ef = q - 1. Everything we use from cyclotomy can be found in 
Sections 53 and 54 of [3]. 
Gauss introduced the so called periods qO,..., r~+, of the cyclotomic field 
and they form a Q-basis of the field K,. He also introduced the elements 
r(‘)= tr([‘) of K,, where tr denotes the trace mapping from Q(c) to K,. 
Since [‘= c” iff t-s(q), we consider the t in yl(‘) as an element of F,. The 
Gauss formula for the products of the periods [3, p. 1661 can then be writ- 
ten as I]~YI/=~, rj(‘), where the summation is over all elements t of the 
translated coset g’+ gjH,. 
Since the degree of Q(c) over K, is f ,  y1(‘) =f: If f # 0, t E ghHf, where 
0 < h < e - 1 and it is standard that then q(‘) = r~,,. We put qiq, = C’,=k nsq, 
and express the integers n$ in terms of the entries cjj of the matrix C, 
(Lemma 6.1). Hereto we need: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. 0 E g’ + gjH,- zff i-j E u(e). Here, i and j are 
arbitrary integers. 
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Proof. OEg’+gjH,iff -g’-jEHf,i.e.,iffgi-‘El/=(-l)H{.Therest 
follows from the definition of U. Done. 
Since u = 0 or u = e/2 (Proposition 3.2), u = -u(e). Hence i-j = u(e) iff 
j- i = u(e). These remarks will be used repeatedly in the sequel. 
LEMMA 6.1. If i-j & u(e), ni.= ci&h,J-h. If i-j= u(e), 
ni= ci-h j-h -J: HereO<i,j,h<e-1. 
Proof: Let i-j & u(e), i.e., O$ g’+ gJHf (Proposition 6.1). In the 
right-hand side of the formula qiqj = C, r(l), q(O) does now not occur, while 
qh occurs each time t E ghHf (above). Consequently, FZ& is the cardinality CI 
of the set ghHf n (gi + gjHf) and CI is clearly the same as the cardinality of 
f?fn(giph+gi--hHf), i.e., tl=ciph ,,.. h. 
Let i-j= u(e), i.e., 0 E g’+ g’Hf. Now the term q(O) = f does occur in 
the sum C, q (‘I. Since q. + . .. +re+, = -1, f = -fqo- ... -f~, , and 
the result follows as above. Done. 
Lemma 6.1 states how the coefficients ni for fixed i and j are related to 
the entries on diagjdi of the matrix C,. This lemma enables one to prove 
properties of the entries cij of C, from properties of the periods and conver- 
sely. For example, Theorem 2.1 can be proved from the fact that uirj = qj~, 
and ylo + . . . + qp ~, = - 1. I have not been able to prove Theorem 3.1 from 
cyclotomy. Of course, such proofs hold only for the present special case 
where q is a prime. We now study the quadratic relations for the entries c;, 
which result from the associativity of the multiplication of the periods 
(Theorem 6.1 and 6.2). The proofs are based on the equivalence of 
“fi(Vjj)?k) = (rliylj) ylk with 
(1) 
whereO<i,j,k,r<e-1; see [l, p.441. We writeC,instead ofC;:A 
THEOREM 6.1. Zf v is an integer and II $ O(e), 
CC~s=f+~COsCO,s-w 
9 s 
Proof We show first: 
Claim. If i, j, k and r are integers and i-j 1: u(e) and j- k E u(e), then 
(2) 
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This equation follows from Eq. (1) by applying Lemma 6.1: $ = ciP r,i s 
and nTk = cj ~ s,k _ s - f; similarly, nik = c, _. r,k ~ ~ unless s - k = u(e) in which 
case r& = c, _ r,k ~ r -f; and ng= ci -,,,s- r unless i-s= u(e) in which case 
n~,=~~~~,~-~ -f: If these substitutions are carried out in Eq. (1) and 
Theorem 3.1 is applied in an obvious way, Eq. (2) results. 
Now let u be an integer where u f O(e). Choose integers i, j, k, r such 
that i-j+u-o(e) and j-k=u(e) and r-i(e). Then usi-k(e) and, 
since u & O(e), Eq. (2) holds. This gives 
It follows easily from Theorem 3.1 and i-j+ u = u(e) that ci .-s,,m .c = 
c, i ~ u = C”,, j. Hence the left-hand side of Eq. (3) is C,Y cl.+ j and this is of 
course the same as C, ct. In the right-hand side of Eq. (3) C, co,,, ~, = 
f- 1 (Theorem 2.1) and hence this side of Eq. (3) isf+CJ c,~ ,s,k ,scO,.,Pi. 
An easy application of Theorem 3.1 transforms this expression into 
f+Cs~o.sco,.s~o. Done. 
Theorem 6.1 is obviously false if u = O(e). The theorem tells how to com- 
pute the sum of the squares of the entries in row, of the matrix C, from the 
entries in rowo. See Example 7.1. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let u, w, u’, IV’ be integers where u + w G u’ + w’(e) and 
u & O(e) and u’ f O(e). Then, for any integer m such that m = u + w - u’(e), 
equivalently, m = u + w’ - u(e), 
c cL’ScH.,.5 +m = 2 cds~w~..s+n*~ 
r 5 
Proof: The new claim which has to be used now is: 
Claim. If i, j, k and r are integers and i-j f u(e) and j-k f u(e), 
then 
c (‘j-s,,-scy--r,k- r=c C,-s,k-sCi&r,.y-r~ 
9 5 
We omit the proof of this claim and the resulting proof of Theorem 6.2 
since they are entirely similar to the ones used for Theorem 6.1. 
Clearly, Theorem 6.2 says that “an inner product” of row, and row, of 
the matrix C, is the same as “an inner product” of row,,, and row,+,,. 
Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 give all the quadratic relations for the entries of C, 
which can be obtained from Eq. (1). Of course, since C, is symmetric, one 
can formulate these relations just as well in terms of the columns of C,. I 
do not know whether these relations hold also when q is not a prime. 
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7. EXAMPLES 
The first example shows that the quadratic relations, obtained in Sec- 
tion 6, are in no way contained in the linear relations obtained in Sec- 
tions 2 and 3. The second example computes a matrix C, by means of 
cyclotomy. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Let e = 3 and denote row,, of C, by coo = a, co, = b and 
coz = c. Then, a + b + c = f - 1 (Theorem 2.1) and it was shown in Sec- 
tion 5 that rowi is (b,c,a+l) and row,=(c,a+l,b). For u=l, 
Theorem 6.1 gives 
a2 + 6’ + c2 - (ab + UC + bc) = --a + b + c. 
There are no further quadratic relations to be obtained from Theorems 6.1 
and 6.2 when e = 3. 
EXAMPLE 7.2. Let q = 17 and e = f = 4. The familiar rules of cyclotomy 
give ylovlo= -4~~-21~-313~-411~ voyll =2~o+% +v2+r3; v~v~=YI~+ 
q, + y/* + q3. Since f is even, u = 0 (Proposition 3.2) and Lemma 6.1 enables 
one to compute all the entries cii of the matrix C4 from these expressions. 
The result is that row,=(0,2, l,O), row,=(2,0,1,1), row,=(l,l, 1, I), 
and row3 = (0, 1, 1,2). 
8. DIOPHANTINE EQUATIONS 
As in Sections 6 and 7, q is a prime and hence g is a primitive root 
modulo q. Again, ef = q - 1 and Z is the ring of integers. As before, if cii is 
an entry of the matrix C,, then i, Jo Z,. We now assume that 0 <i, 
j< e - 1 and hence g’, gj and, if y E Z, also yi and y’ have an obvious sense. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Suppose that the entry cii of the matrix C, does not lie 
on rowo, cola, or diag, and that cii = 0. Then, 
(1) The equation g’x’ + g’y’ = ze of Fq[x, y, z] has no solution in F, 
except the zero solution x = y = z = 0. 
(2) Ifr E Z and y = g(q), the Diophantine equation yixe + yjy’ = ze has 
no integral solution except the zero solution x = y = z = 0. 
Proof: (1) Let x = a, y = b, z = c be a nonzero solution in F, of the 
equation under ( 1). Since i & O(e) and j & O(e), g’ $ H, and g’ $ H, whence 
a # 0 and b # 0. If c = 0, it follows that - gj- i E Hf, i.e., that j - i = u(e) 
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against the assumption that cii $ diag,. Hence abc # 0, but this implies that 
H, n (g’ + g’Hf) # fzI against cii = 0. This proves (1). 
(2) Let x = a, y = b, z = c be a nonzero, integral solution of the 
equation under (2). We may assume that a, b, and c are relatively prime, 
whence q does not divide at least one of these three integers. If we pass 
from Z to F, by residuating modulo q, we obtain a contradiction with (1). 
Done. 
EXAMPLE 8.1. Let q = 17, whence we may choose g = 3, e = 8, and f = 2. 
Since f is even, u = 0 and we look for zeros in the matrix Cs not on rowo, 
col,, or the main diagonal. If we compute C, by means of cyclotomy (see 
Example 7.2 for this method), we find such zeros galore. For instance, 
Cl2 = (224 = (23, = Cd3 - 0. Hence each of the following Diophantine equations 
has no integral solutions except the zero solution: 3x* +9y8 = z*; 
9x*+13y*=z8; 1ox*+3y*=z8; 13x*+loy~=z~. 
Since coo E rowo, the Fermat equation xc + y’ = zc does not fall under 
Proposition 8.1. Also, if q is large compared to e, one should not expect to 
find zeros in the matrix C,. Precisely, keep e fixed and consider the 
infinitely many primes q such that q = 1 (e) (Dirichlet’s theorem). If for such 
a q, coo = 0, i.e., H/n (1 + H/) = 0, the equation xc+ y’= 1 has no 
solution in F, with x # 0 and y # 0. Consequently, this equation has then at 
most 2e solutions in F, while it is well known that the number of solutions 
in F, of this equation tends to infinity with q [2, p. 1041. It follows that 
coo # 0 when q is large enough and, in fact, I conjecture: 
CONJECTURE 8.1. For fixed e, all entries of the matrix C, tend to 
infinity with q. 
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